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TWO SEPARATE SPHERES.
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the sphere A ; jp0'» JPi'» &o* a?e within the sphere J5. Let /0, /-,, /2, &c. denote the distances of 1, p1} p2, &c. from ^(0; /0', //, &c. denote the distances of p0', jp/, &c. from BQ. Then /0=0, /0' = &2/c and so on. In the same way, if a unit of mass is placed at JB0, let 1, <?0', qlt &c. denote the masses, and gQ, #0', glt #/, &c. the distances of the successive points of the corresponding series from B0 and A0 alternately. Then gQ=Q, #0'=a2/c> <&c' We obviously have the following equations
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,(1).
/n+l = -
The corresponding relations for the points of the other series are obtained by interchanging a, /, p with &, g, q.
We notice that all the masses #wl qn are independent of the electrical conditions of the spheres and are functions of a, &, c only. If we regard a/c, &/c as small quantities of the first order, pn and qn are small quantities of the order 2n, while Pn'» 2«' are of tlie order 2*1 + 1. The distances /w, /TO', #7i, 0n' are all of the second order. We also notice that the distance between the masses £>8J Pt is /«-/«» *^e distance between jpa, ^ is c— /8 — ^, and so on.
The whole repulsion between each sphere and the other is equal to the repulsive force exerted by the fictitious masses inside one sphere on those within the other sphere. It is therefore represented by
Z=SS •
where the summations extend from s=0 to o> and t=0 to oo , The total quantities of electricity on the spheres are
E'~E-2pn + F2qn',   F=E2pn' + F2qn .....................(3),
where the summations extend from % = 0 to oo .
It follows that (2) also represents the mutual force X between the spheres lolien insulated and charged with quantities Ef, F' of electricity.
461. When the spheres are not very close to each other it is sufficient to take a few terms only of this doubly infinite series. Let us reject quantities of the order EF/c2 when multiplied by (a/c)4 or (&/c)4. In this case we require only the repulsive forces between the points E, FqQ', Eplt Fq^ inside the sphere A and the points F, EpQ', Fql, Epjf within the sphere J5. Taking any two of these we see (since all the/'s and #'s are of the second order) that their distance apart may be regarded as equal to c, except in the case of the particles E and EpQ' and the particles F and FqQ'. The force between E and EpQ' is
with a similar expression for that between F and Fqnf.    The whole repulsion is therefore                        X= —*- + ^ ^lA' + ^ ^:'^...........................(5),
C                 C"        C                C         C
..............................(6).
where                                   E'=E + Fq0'
F'=F+Ep()f
It is evident that E' and F' are the quantities of electricity on the spheres.
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